
J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 122

Department of Biotechnology

Tcaclreros Feedbacl< on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

1. 40o/o ot teachers referred that 30 to 54o of syllabus are suitable to the specilied

course and some of them say it is 85% - 100% of the syllabus is suitable.

2. 80% of faculty feels that the syllabus is very well and it is locally relevant and

globally competent20% of f'aculty says it is moderate.

3. Mostly the faculty has related it reasonably because all the core courses and

allied courses are relevant.

Some of the f-aculty has rated it as fully relevant.

4. Faculty opinion is at greater extent they are satisfled with the options provided

under M.B.E and S.B.E.

5. Almost all the staff said that there is a proper balance between theory and

practical work is very well. Some declared that it is significantly related.

6. 60% of the faculty expressed that the syllabi enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the course to the students is significantly good. 40% says it

is significant.

7 . 60% of faculty gave the response that courses are evenly distributed semester

wise.4O% says it is very well.

8. 80% of faculty f-eel the distribution of credit for the course fair is very well

only 20Yo says it is significantly distdbuted of credits.

9. 100% of faculty agreed that they find enough time to complete the syllabus.

10.40% of staff feel the syllabi which is above 90o/o meet it standard of students

40% f-eels its 70-89%,zoyo f'eels it 50-69%.

11.80% of- f aculty agreed that they often encourage the students to learn beyond

the curriculum 20o/o leels they regularly encourage.

12.40% of faculty gave a comment that above 90% they all satisfied with the

revision of curriculum every three years 40o/o says 50-690 ,20% felt it is only

70-89% satisfied.

13.60% of laculty said that the text books satisfactory meet the course content

40% says it is poorly relevant.



14.80% of statf gave a comment those books available in the library all sufflcient

for the syllabus 20o/o says it is significant.

15.80% gave their opinion that the overall content of the curriculum was very

good and 20Yo rated that it is good.

Conclusion:

Faculty gave the overall opinion of the syllabus to be Excellent. Staf f said that

there is a proper balance between theory and practical work is very well. Some

declared that it is significantly related.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Microbiology

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

I . 810/o of teachers stated that 85 to 100% of syllabus is suitable to the specified course.
21%o of teachers suggested that it was 70 to 84%o.

2. 86%o of teachers observed that the syllabus is significantly need based, locally relevant
and globally competent.

3. 79o/o of teachers put forwarded that the core courses and allied courses offered were
fully relevant to the programme . 21oh of teachers felt it is moderately relevant.

4. 89% of teachers suggested that they are fully satisfied with the options provided under
M,B.E, and S.B.E. and 1 1o% of teachers fblt they are reasonably satisfred.

5. 83o% of teachers justified that there is significantly proper balance between theory and
practical's. l6%o of teachers fblt it is moderate.

6. 89% of teachers stated that the syllabus significantly enrich the knowledge and

understanding ofthe course by the students.

7. 86% of teachers suggested that the courses are significantly evenly distributed
semester-wise and l80% of teachers felt it is moderate.

8. 81% of teachers felt that the distribution of credits tbr the course is significant and l2oh
of teachers felt it is moderate.

9. 88% of teachers strongly agreed that they found enough time to complete the syllabus
and \Yo ofteachers felt to a certain extent.

10.93% of teachers felt that the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard above 90o/oof
the students.

11.83% of teachers regularly encouraged the students to learn beyond the Curricuium and

l50% of teachers felt it.70 to 89o .

12.89% of teachers are satisfied that above 90%o of revision was dine on the curriculum
every three years.

13.81% of teachers thoroughly prescribed Text Books meet the Course content and lSYo

of teachers felt it was satisfactorily.
14. 87% of teachers stated that the books available significantly in the library are sufficient

and l1%o of teachers fblt it is moderate.

15.89% of teachers suggested that the overall content of the Curriculum is excellent and

l3Yo of teachers felt it is good.

Conclusion: The overall feedback suggestion given by the teachers suggests that they are fully
satisfied with the options provided under M.B.E. and S.B.E. and the overall content of the
curriculum was excel lent.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pucluhliottai - 622 422

Depa rtnr en t of Biochem istrl,

Tezrcher's F-eerl bacli on Curriculurn

Feedbach Anall,5is Rcport (2017 - 2018)

The feed-back collected fl"orn the faculty members contribute a lot in the enrichment of
the curriculllm process. Therefbre the fbed-back on curriculum was collected fiom the faculty
members and the following responses rvere observed:

10. The feed-bacl< mal<es it crystal clear that the syllabus designed for each course was

cornpletely relevant and specif-ied to each and every collrse.

11. Our college being located in the rural area, the courses r,vere cliosen and the syllabus

designed in such a way that they were rrore locally relevant than globally competent.

12. The f-eed-back shorvs that Iittle more emphasis has to be given in introducing new core

courses and allied courses in near lirture.

13. There was no difli:rence in opinion about the M.B.E and the S.B.E courses offered and

the fl'eedorn which our students enjoy in opting fbr thejr elective courses.

14. Much of-fbcus is given on the enrichment of the knowledge and understanding of the

student.

15. 'l'he courses offbred by the depafirnent are distributed evenly throLrghor.rtthe senresters.

16. Also utmost care was taken to distribute the courses evenly semester-wise fbr the

beneflt of the students.

17. Arnple time is being allotted to complete the syllabus of each and every course after
r,r,hich faculty members flnd time to carryout the revision process also.

18. Our faculty members u,ere satisfied to the core regarding tlre overall content of the

curricu lu m.

Concluding remarks:
The feedback collected f-rorn the f'aculty members throws light on the fact that

they would like to introduce f-ew new core courses as well as allied courses related to the

Biochemistry undergraduate and post gradLrate programmes in the fbrthcoming board of
studies.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 122

Department of BotanY

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedbacl< Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

1.100% of the teachers specitied that the syllabus for the specified course is highly

suitable and remaining teachers have said as suitable .

2.15%of the teachers have stated that the s1,llabus is fr"rlly need based, locally relevant,

globally competent and remaining have stated that it is partially relevant.

3. l0O% of the teachers have stated that the core course and allied courses are lully

relevant to the programme.

4, 100% of the teachers have rated that they are greatly satisfied with choices under

M.B.E and S.B.E and most of them have rated it as partially satisfied.

5. lO0% of the teachers have said that there is a proper balance between theory and

practical significantly and have said that it is moderate'

6. 1,00% of the teachers have said tlrat the syllabuses fr-rlly enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the students and others have said that it significantly satisfies.

j . 100% of the teachers have stated that the courses are very well evenly distributed

semester-w1se.

8. S0% of the teachers have rated that they are highly satisfled with the distribution of

credits, semester-wise and most of them are satisfied'

g. 100% of the teachers have strongly agree that there is enough time to complete the

syllabus and few teachers have agreed to it.

10. 100% of the teachers have felt the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the

students very well and others are satistled.

1L l00% of' the teachers encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum

regularly.

12. l0O% of the teachers are satisfied with the revision of the curriculum everythree

years to a very great extent.



13. 100% of the teachers are highly satisfled with the prescribed text books for the

course content ar-rd lew are satisflecl.

14. 100% of the teachers are very well satisfled with the books available in the library

and others t'eel it is moderate.

15. 100% of the teachers have very good opinion on the overall content of the

curriculum and f'ew have said it is good.

CONCLUDING REMAI].KS:

All the teachers have mentioned that tlre core of the syllabus was attair-red good level of

knolvledge and tlre syllabus is partially framed based on the locally relevant. globally

competent. The teachers are satisfied with the revision of the curriculum every three years.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Physics

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feeclback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

l. 75 o/o of the faculty members insisted that syllabus is apt with the specified course.

2. 85 o/o were fully satisfied with the syllabus content and felt it is globally competent,

locally relevant and need based.

3. The core courses and allied courses we are felt as fully offbred relevant to the

program by the 80 % ofthe staff.

4. Yes. We are satisfied to greater to extent about the optional papers provided under

M.B.E and S.B.E.

5. Our syllabus was framed very well with the balancing theory nearly 60 o/o and

practical 40Yo

6. Related to the knowledge enriching and understanding of the courses, 70 % stated that

our syllabus plays a significant role.

7. Semester wise course distribution was f-elt as evenly distributed by 40 %as very well

by 20 % and rest as moderate.

8. 75 o/o of the faculties felt that the distribution course credit points are very well.

9. Yes. The syllabus can be completed within allotted time

10. 85% of the faculty felt that quantum of the syllabi meet this standard of the students

11. 75 % of the faculty felt that they are encourage in the students land beyond the

curriculum.
12. Overall 80 % faculties are with above 90 % satisfaction regarding the revision of

curriculum for every three years.

13. 90 % of faculties reported prescribed the text books meet the course content

satisfactorily
14. The books available in the library are that significantly sufficient forthe syllabus.

15. Overall 75%o of the faculty fblt very good regarding the entire content o1' the

curriculum.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

The teacher's feedback stated that the suitability of the syllabus to the specified

core courses, M.B.E and S.B.E were reasonably relevant to the programme. They also

stated that the entire content of the curriculttm was very good.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Chemistry

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

1. About 60% of the teachers feel that the syllabus is much suitable to specified cotlrse.

2. Maximum percentage of the teachers feels that the syllabus needs based and locally and

globally very well competent.

3. About 40o/o of the teachers f-eel that the core course and the allied course are reasonably

relevant to the programs.

4. Most of the teachers are moderately satisfied with options provided under MBE & SBE.

5. Maximum of them feels that there an proper balance between theory and practical.

6. To a greater extent of teachers are fulfilled with the range of syllabus as it enrich the

knowledge and helps in understanding the course of the students.

7. Almost all are completely satisfied with the distribution of course semester-wise.

8. 80% of the teachers feel as the significant worlh of-credits foe the course f'air.

g. 1%aregoodenoughfulfiltedwiththeenor.rghtimegivenfbrthecornpletionofsyllabus.

10. Only 20o/o of-the teachers are satisfled with the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard

ofthe students.

1 1. For about 60% are in the view of good range in the encouragement of the students to learn

beyond the curriculum.

\2. 80% of the teachers satisfied with the revision of curriculum every three years. So the

fbedback is positive.

13. 60% of the teachers thoroughly prescribe that the text books meets the course content.

14. Most of the teachers feel that the library is sufficient for the syllabus'

15. To a good extent of teachers t'eels that the overall content of the curriculum is very good.

Conclusion: The teachers are satisfied with curriculum courses and syllabi, but they want more

time to complete the syllabus ancl the practical experiments. These issues will be addressed in

the next syllabus revision.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Mathematics

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

The new curriculum was introduced during the academic year 2017-2018. Based on the new

pattern the course outcome and the program outcome were designed by the members of Board

of Studies. The syllabus was updated based on recent changes and developments in the

concerned treld of study. 5 point scale ranking was tbllowed fbr giving feedback the following
are the analysis and interpretation.

I . 1 00% ofteachers feel 85oh to 1 00% that the present syllabus is suitable to the specified

courses.

2. Only 40%o feelthat the syllabus significantly need based, locally relevant and globally

competent and the remaining 60% said very well.

3. 40o/o feel that the Core courses and Allied Courses offered are fully relevant to the

programme and remaining 60oh feels reasonably.

4. 40Yo of teachers are satisfied with option provided under M.B.E and S.B.E with greater

extent and remaining60% with very well.

5. 100% of teachers f-eel that balance betu,een theory and practical is very well rnaintained.

6. 100% of teachers agree the syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding of the

course to the students significantly.

7 . 80% of teachers agree the courses evenly distributed semester - wise are very well and

remaining 20o/o feel it is very well.

8. About the distribution of Credits for the Course fair are 60%o of teaclrers strongly agree

with significant and remaining with very well.

9. 80% of teachers strongly agree and 20o/o agree that they can find enough time to

complete the syllabus.

10. Regarding the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students 40oh fbel above

90o/o and 60Yo feel T0 to 89o .

11. 100% of teachers f.eels about encouraging the students to learn beyond the cumiculum

are regular.

12. Regarding satisfaction about the revision of the Curriculum every three years20%o of
teachers agree with above 90o/o and 800% states that is 70yo to 89oh.



13. 80% of teachers feel thorough and 20o/o feels satisfactory for the text books meet the
course content.

14. About the availability of books in the library sufficient fbr the syllabus 20oh of teachers

feel significant and 80% feels very well.

15.20% of teacher agree excellent and 80% with very good regarding opinion on the

overall content of the curriculum.

Conclusion: 100o/o of teachers highly agree with that the present syllabus and also
encouraging the students to learn beyond the curriculum are regular. They agree with very good
opinion on the overallcontent of the curriculum. They insisted to include CSIR -NET Syllabus
as Core Courses and Elective courses in PG, Contents for CSIR-NET are included in the Syllabi
during revision 2018-201 9.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of ComPuter Science

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

Teachers' feedback on the curriculum on the questions about the aptness and relevance of

the syllabi to the programme, choices given under skill and major base elective courses,

distribution of courses through semesters, distribution of credits, time given to complete the

syllabus, overall content of'the curriculum is distributed and collected in April 2018.5 duly

filled in forms were received. Five points scale of ranking was fbllowed for every question.

The following is the analysis and interpretation of the responses.

1. For the question about the suitability of the syllabus to the specified programme, 100% of

the teachers answered it is 85-100% suitable.

2. About the relevance of the syllabus to the need and competence 100% feel it is highly

relevant.

3. For the question about the relevance of core courses and allied courses relevant to the

programme,4ook say they are fully satisfied, 60%o say it is reasonable.

4. When asked about the choices given to skill and major base elective courses 20%o say they

are greatly satisfied and 80% say they are satisfled with the choices given.

5. Whether asked about the proper balance between the theory and the practical courses 600%

say it is 85-100%, the remaining40o/o say it is 60-79%.

6. 80% of the teachers are fully satisfied with the enrichment of knowledge and understanding

of the students through the syllabi, 20%o say it is to a significant level.

7. For the question about the distribution of courses semester wise 80% say it is very well

done, the remaining 20o/o say it is somewhat done.

8. When asked about the rate of satisfaction by the distribution of credits, 20oh say they are

highly satisfied the remainingS}oh say they are satisfied'

g. For the question about the time given to complete the syllabus 600/o feel it is strongly

suffice the remaining20% feel it is sornewhat suffice and the remaining 20o/o say they are

moderately satisfied,

10. For the query if-the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students 50% say they

are fully satisfied, the remaining 50Yo say they are satisfied.

1 1. For the question asking if they encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum, 50oZ

say they are completely doing, the remainin g 50% say they are somewhat doing.



12. When asked about their satisfaction with the revision of the curriculum every three years

100% say they're fullY satisfied.

13. When questioned about the prescribed text books meeting the course content 100% say

they're fully satisfied.

14. When asked if the bool<s available in the library sufficient for the syllabus, 50o/o say they're

completely satisfied, 50Yo say they're somewhat satisfied'

15. 40% of the teachers feel the overall content of the curriculum is very good, 600/o feel it is

good.

Conclusion: Teachers' f'eedback on the questions about the aptness and relevance of the

syltabi to the programme, choices given under skill and major base elective courses,

distribution of courses through semesters, distribution of credits, time given to complete

the syllabus, overall content of the curriculum is good. Their valuable suggestions for the

improvement of the curriculum are observed and noted for further implen'rentation.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Information Technology

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

l) 60% of the faculties have said that the syllabus is suitable to the specified course for 85

to 100% and remaining 40%o is 70lo 84oh.

2) 40% of the faculties have said that the syllabus is fully based locally relevant and

globally competent and 60Yo is relevant.

3) 80% ofthe faculties have said that the core courses and allied courses offered are fully
relevant to the program and20oh is relevant.

4) 60% of the faculties given "greatly satisfied" rating to our satisfaction with choices

under MajorBasedElective arrd SkillBasedElective and 40%o are satisfied.

5) 60oh of the faculties have said that a proper balance between theory and practical is

significant.

6) Allthe faculties have said that our syllabus is fully enrich the knowledge ofthe students.

7) All the faculties have said that the courses are evenly distributed semester wise very

well.
8) 20% of the faculties are highly satisfied with the distribution of credits semester wise

and 80% of the faculties are satisfied.

9) 80% of the faculties strongly agree that the teachers find enough time to complete the

syllabus and remaining20oh is agreed.

l0)60% of the faculties have said that above 90o/o of the quantum of syllabi meets the

standard of the students and other faculties feel only 70 to 89 of the quantum of syllabi

meets the standard of the students.

1 1) Most of the faculties said that we are regularly encouraging the students to learn beyond

the curriculurn.

12)All the faculties 90o/o satisfred with the revision of the curriculum every three years.

13)80% of the faculties have said that the prescribed text book meet the course content

thoroughly and 20o/o are sati stbctori I y.

14) Most of the faculties have said thatthe books are available in library is significantly

and sufficiently fbr the syllabus.

15)800/o of the faculties given excellent opinion on the overall content of the curriculum

and remaining20o/o is very good.

Conclusion: Most of our faculties are satisfied the syllabus. Because, new courses are

introduced. Maximum number of faculties is said that within the tirne to finished their syllabus.

All faculty members are satisfied with the college infrastructure facilities
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukhottai - 622 4Zz

Department of Computer Application

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2013)

I.80% of the Teachers have specified that the syllabus for the specified course is highly
suitable and 20o/o teachers have said as suitable .

2.50% of the teachers have stated that the syllabus is fully need based, locally relevant,

globally competent and 50o/o have stated that it is partially relevant.

3. 100% of the teachers have stated that the core course and allied courses are fully
relevant to the programme.

4.20% teachers have rated that they are greatly satisfled with choices under M.B.E and

S.B.E and80o/o of them have rated it as partially satisfied.

5. 80% of the teachers have said that there is a proper balance between theory and

practical significantly and 20o/o have said that it is moderate.

6. 80% of the teachers have said that the syllabus fully enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the students and20o/o have said that it significantly satisfies.

7 ' I00% of the teachers have stated that the courses are very well eveniy distributed

semester-wise.

8. 20% of the teachers have rated that they are highly satisfled with the distribution of
credits, semester-wise and 80% of them are satisfred.

9.80% of the teachers strongly agree that there is enough time to complete the syllabus

and 20o/o of Teachers have agreed to it.

10. 80% of the teachers feel the quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the

students very well and 20o/o are satisfied.

11' 100% of the teachers encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum
regularly.

12. 100% of the teachers are satisfied with the revision of the curriculum everv three

years to a very great extent.



13. 60% of the teachers are highly satisfied with the prescribed text books fbr the course

content and 40o/o are satisfied.

14.80% of the teachers are very well satisfied with the books available in the library

and 20oh fbel it is moderate.

15. 80% of teachers have very good opinion on the overall content of the curriculum

and2}oh have said it is good.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

100% of the teachers have said that the syllabus significantly enrich the knowledge

and understanding of the students and have stated that the syllabus is partially need based,

locally relevant, globally competent. They have rated that they are highly satisfied with the

distribution of credits. sernester-wise . The teachers are satisfled with the revision of- the

curriculum every three years .
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai -622 422

Department of Visual Communication

Teacher's l'eedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

1. For the question, Syllabus suitable to the specified course, 50% of the teachers said that

70 to g4 oh of the syltabus suitable to the specified course. 50% of the teachers said that 85

to 100 "/o of the syllabus suitable to the specified course'

2. For the question, how far the syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally

competent, 50% of thern said that syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally

competent Very well. 50oh of them said that syllabus need based, locally relevant and

globally comPetent moderate

3. For the question, Core courses and allied courses offered relevant to the programme'

100% of them said that Core courses and allied courses offbred are reasonably relevant to

the programme.

4. For the question, satisfaction with choices under M.B.E and S'B'E, 100% of the teachers

are moderately satisfied with choices under M.B'E and S'B'E'

5. For the question, Proper balance between theory and practical 50o/o of them said that

Significantly there is a Proper balance between theory and practical. 50% of them said that

moderately there is a Proper balance between theory and practical'

6. For the question, syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding of the course to the

students, 50% of the teachers said that the courses evenly very well distributed semester-

wise. 50% of the teachers said that the courses evenly Significantly distribr-rted semester-

wise.

7. Forthe question, how far are the courses evenly distributed semester-wise,50o% of the

teachers said that the courses evenly very well distributed semester-wise' 50% of the

teachers said that the courses evenly distributed semester-wise moderately'

g. For the question, distribution of credits for the course fair,50o/o ofthe teachers said that

distribution of credits for the course fair Very well. 50% of the teachers said that

distribution of credits fbr the course fair Significant

9. For the question, teacher's find enough time to complete the syllabus, 100% of the

teachers agree that they find enough time to complete the syllabus.

10. For the question, quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students, 100% of-

the teachers said that above 907o quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students'



I 1. For the question, do you encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum 1 00%

of the Teachers said that they are regularly encourage the students to learn beyond the

curriculun't

12. For the question, Satisfaction with the revision of the curriculum every three years,

50oh of the teachers said that above 90o/o they are satisfled with the revision of the

curriculum every three years, 50oh of the teachers said that 10 to 89oh they are satisfled

with the revision of the curriculum every three years

13. For the question, prescribed text books meet the course content, 100% ofthe Teachers

said that prescribed text books meet the course content satisfactorily.

14. For the question, books available in the library sufficient for the syllabus, 100% of the

Teachers said that books available in the library are very well sufficient for the syllabus'

15. For the question, opinion on the overall content of the curriculum r 50o of the teachers

said that the overall content of the curriculum is Very Good. 50% of the teachers said that

the overall content of the curriculum is Excellent.

Conclusion

Most of the responses of the teachers are positive. They suggest some improvement in

the revision of the curriculum.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Puduhkottai - 622 422

Department of Hotel Management and Catering Science

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feeclback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

Teachers' feedbacl< on the curriculum on the questions about tlre aptness and relevance of

the syllabi to the progralxme, choices given under skill arrd major base elective courses,

distribution of courses throLrgh semesters, distribLrtion of credits, time given to complete the

syllabus, overall content of the curriculum is distributed and collected in April2018.5 duly

filled in fbrrr-rs were received. Five points scale of ranking was followed for every question.

The fbllowing is the analysis and interpretation of the responses.

1. Suitability of the sytlabus to the specified programme,l00o of the teachers answered it is

85-100% suitable.

2. Relevance of the syllabus to the need and competence 100% f-eel it is highly relevant.

3. Relevanceof-corecoursesandalliedcoursesrelevanttotheprogramme,40o saytheyare

firlly satisfied,60yo say it is reasonable.

4. Choices given to skill and major base elective courses 20oh say they are greatly satisfred

and 80% say they are satisfled with the choices given.

5, Proper balance between the theory and the practical courses 100% of the staff gave the

option of highly relevant.

6. 80% ofthe teachers are f'ully satisfied with the enrichment of knowledge and understanding

of the students through the syllabi, 20'Yo say it is to a significant level.

7. Distribution of courses semester wise 80% say it is very well done, the remaining 20%o say

it is somewhat done, rernaining 20Yo say some semesters re overloaded.

8. Rate of satisfaction by the distribution of credits, 20o/o say they are highly satisfied the

remaining 80% say they are satisfled,

9. 1-irn e giverr to conr p lete the syl labus 60% t'ee I it is strorrgly sufflce the remaini ng 20Yo feel

it is somewhat sutfice and the rernaining 20o/osay they are rnoderately satisflecl.

10. Quanturn of the syllabi meet the standard of-the students majority of the staff 80% given

the high opinion.

1 1. Encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum l 00% ofthe staff strongly agree.

12.80% of the staff-satisfled with the revision of the curiculum every three years

13. Related to prescribed text books meet the course content 80% of the staff strongly agree.



14,100% of the staff gave excellent option about the books available in the library suftcient

for the syllabus

15.40% of the teachers fbel the overall content of the curriculurn is very good.60oh feel it is

good.

Teachers' feedback on the questiolls about the aptness and relevance of the syllabi to the

programlne, choices given under skilland major base elective courses, distribution of courses

through semesters, distribution of credits, time given to complete the syllabus, overall content

of the curriculum is good. Their valuable suggestions tbr tlre improvement of the curriculum

are observed and noted ibr fur-ther implementation,
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Physical Education, Health Education and Sports

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

1. 100% of the teachers referred that 85 to 100 %oof syllabus are suitable to

the specified course .

2. 50Yo of the faculty feels that the syllabus is significant and it is locally

relevant and globally competent and1}%o of the faculty said that it is
moderate

3. Mostly all the faculty has related it reasonably because all the core

courses and allied courses are fully relevant

4. Faculty opinion are at greater extent and they are satisfied with the

options provided under MBE and SBE.

5. Almost 100% of the staff said that there is a proper balance between

theory and practical work is well

6. 100% of the staff agreed that the syllabus enriched the knowledge and

understanding of the course significantly by the students .

7. 100% of the faculty gave the response that the courses are evenly

distributed semester wise .

8. 100% the faculty said that the distribution of the credits for the course

was Significant

9. 100 % of the faculty accepted that they had enough time to complete the

syllabus

10.100% of the faculty accepted that the quantum of the syllabi met the

standard of the students by 72-89 % .

1 l.Almost the teachers encouraged the students to learn beyond the

curriculum often and few regularly encourage them to learn beyond

curriculum.

12.50% percentage of the staff agreed that they are satisfied with the

division of the curriculum every three years to the extent of above 90%

and 50 oh of staff said it was 72-89 o/o.



\\ l3.Almost all the faculty accepted that the textbooks met the course content

satisfactorily & few said that it met thoroughly

14.100% percentage of the faculty said that the books available in the

library was moderately sufficient for the syllabus.

15.Almost all the faculty accepted that overall content for the curriculum

was excellent and few said it was very good.

Concluding Remarks:

The faculty members concluded that the core courses and allied

courses were fully relavent to the syllabus and are satisfied with the

options provided for the MBE and SBE. All the Faculty members

acceptedthat the distribution of the credits for the course was Significant

And they had enough time to complete the syllabus. They also accepted

that overall content for the curriculum was excellent .
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of Commerce rvith Computer Application

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

1. Forthe question. Syllabus suitable to the specified course, 100% of them stated that
Syllabus suitable to the specilled course is 85 to 100%.

2. For the question, syllabus need based, Iocally relevant and globally competent,600
of them stated that syllabus need based, locally relevant and globally competent is
significantly and 40%, of them stated that syllabus need based, locally relevant and
globally competent is very well.

3. For the question, Core courses and allied courses offered relevant to the
programme,l00%o of them stated that Core courses and allied courses offered relevant
to the programrre is fully.

4. For the question, Satisfied with the options provided under MBE and SBE, 100%
of'them stated that Satisfled with the options provided under MBE and SBE is greater
extent.

5. Forthe question, Proper balance between theory and practical,60%o of them stated

that Proper balance between theory and practical is significantly and 40o% of them stated
that Proper balance between theory and practical is very well.

6. For the question, Syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding of the course
to the students, 60oh of them stated that Syllabus enrich the knowledge and

understanding of the course to the students is significantand 40%o of'them stated that
Syllabus enrich the knowledge and understanding of the course to the students is very
well.

7. For the question, Courses evenly distributed semester wise, 600% of them stated that
Courses evenly distributed semester wise is significant and 40o/o of them stated that
Courses evenly distributed semester wise is very well.

8. For the question, Distribution of credits for the course fair,60Yo of them stated that
Distribution of credits fbr the course fair is significantly and 40o/o of thern stated that
Distribution of credits fbr the course fair is verv well.

9. For the question, Enough time to complete the syllabus, 100% of them stated that
Enough time to complete the syllabus is strongly agree.

10. For the question, Quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students, 100%
of them stated that Quantum of the syllabi meets the standard of the students is above
90%.

11. Forthe question, Encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum, 100% of
them stated that Encourage the students to learn beyond the curriculum is regularly



12. For the question, Satisfied with the revision of the curriculum every three years,
100% of them stated that Satisfied with the revision of the curriculum every three years
is above 90%.

13. For the question, Prescribed text books meet the course content, 100% of them stated
that Prescribed text books meet the course content is thoroughly.

14. For the question, Books available in the library sufficient for the syllabus, 100% of
them stated that Books available in the [ibrary sufficient for the syllabus is significantly.

15. Forthe question, Overall content of the curriculumr60yo of thern stated that Overall
content of the curriculum is excellent and 40oh of them stated that Overall content of
the curriculurn is very good.

Conclusion:

The teacher feedback is highly positive but reveals that the preparation for the next
revision of syllabi has begun.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
- Sivapuram Post, Putlulil<ottai - 622 422

Depa rtment of Rusiness Administration

Teacher's Ireedbacl< on Curriculum

Feedbacl< Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

l. On the suitabilitv of thc'svllzibus fbrthe coLrrses under UG and PG all the teachers

ticked 85-100%
2. On the syllabus nreeting local anci global requirements all the respondents felt it

was highly relevant to local nceds and globallv relevant.
3. On the relevance of the core and allied courses to the prograrrme there was a mixed

response liorn tlre respondents .30% ticked tlre first option (a) (firlly) and tlre resIT0o/o

ticked option (b) moderately. I-his has to be atlended to.

4. All the respondents uiere highly satisfled with the choices under MBEs and SBEs.

5. On the balzrnce betr,r,een theorl'aud practicals allthe respondents felttherewas a

llne balancc. They have ticl<ecl tlre second option (very well)
6. On the syllabLrs promoting the l<nowledge and Lrnderstanding of students the

respondents ticked either (a) signi{icantly (30%) or (b) very u,ell (70%). There were no

negative responses.

7. On the distribution ot-study load semester-lvise, 30% ticl<ed the tlrst option
(significantly) and another 7Oo/o; option (b) very rvell

8.. On the distribution of credits arrong semesters allthe respondents were highly
satisli ed

9.. Similarll,all the responclcnts asrcecl that thev had erroLrgh tirne to corrplete the

s1'llabLrs

10. On the sl,llabLrs c'lLlulntLlm rreeting student standards too the respondents have

ticlted only the first option 'above 90%o'

I l. On the teaolrers encouraging students to learn beyorrd tlre curriculum and syllabus
all the teachers tblt they did so regularly'as a roLrtine.

12. On the level of satisfirction rvith the trienrrial revision of syllabi also allthe
responclents rvere satistled to the extent ot-above 900%

13. On the textbool<s rreeting the coLrrse content 70% ticlied tl-re option 'thoroughly'

and 30% ticl<ed the second option 'satisfactorilv'
14. On the sr-rfflciency of'library resources there r,vas only positive opinion. Only the

f rrst tlvo options r,r,ere ticl<ed

15. Tn ovelall rating the culriculunr was fburrd to be'excellent'or'very goocl'.

The teachers also sought thc acldition of'expected olltcomes tiom courses as par"t of
syllabLrs.

l'he {tedbacl< shor,vs the neecl to revise some of the core and allied courses to ensure

their relevance and rrLrtLral s1nc.'l'his will be clone bv inviting proposals fl'om the teachers for
Jlne tunins these aspects and implementing them in tlre next revision o1-tlre syllabus. As
suggested. expected outconres r,r,ill be erplicitly stated in the s1'llabi fbr various coLrrses.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottai - 622 422

Department of English

Teacher's Feedtrack on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis l{cport (2017 - 20IS)

l. Alrnost all the teachers have ticked (85-100% and 7}-84tlo). This itself shows that
teachLts arc highly impressed with suitability of the syllabus to thc specified course.

2. 94o/o of teachers have opinioned that the syllabus is need based, locally relevant and
globally competent.

3. Most of the teacher have ticked fully and reasonably relevant to the Core and Allie<I
course offered in the programlne,

4. Nearly 86% of teachers have given satisfhctir:n to the options provided under M.B.E
S.B.E,

5. 84?i, of tcachcrs feel that thcre is a propcr balancc betwec.n theory and practical .

6. On the syllabus enriching the knorvledge and understanding of the course to the
students, 90%o tcachcrs havc shown satisfaction.

7 - 98% of teachcrs cxprcss their satisfaction tlrat thc collrsc is evenly distributcd semestcr-
wise.

8. On distribution of credits for the course f'air, nearly 85% of teachers shorvn positivc
fesponse.

9. On completion of syllabus on time, gil%o of teachers have given positive response.
10. 95% of teachers have felt positive to the quanturn of the syllabi which meet standard of

the students.

I | . 901% of teachers f-eel to encourage the students to study beyond curriculum.
12. On the revision of curriculun: after every thrce ycars,90% teachers agree with it.
13. 63% of teachers have ticked thoroughly and 25oh of teaclisrs have tickcd satisfactory

with the prescribed textbooks meeting the course content.
14.0n books ai,ailability in tlic library rclated rvith syllabus,g4a/o of tcachcrs liavc givcn

positive response.

15.86% of teachers have give excellent and vcry good response on thc overalI content of
the curriculum.

Conclusion

The lbeclback is on the rvhole positive lor all the ] 5 queries. Nearly 8501, of lbculty
have marked the first two options- r,ery high and high. This shows the feedback from i'aculty
rcgarding the curriculum and coursc is highly positivc.
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J.J. College of Arts and Science (Autonomous)
Sivapuram Post, Pudukkottfi- 622 422

Department of Tamil

Teacher's Feedback on Curriculum

Feedback Analysis Report (2017 - 2018)

A more detailed q uestionnaire consisting of 15 queries was administered to the staff

and responses obtaine d, analyzed and suitable action initiated on the feedback.

1. On the suitability of Part -I Tamil almost all the staff (90%) had a positive opinion.

2. Onthe local relevance and global competency of the syllabus too 90Yo had a

positive perception.

3. Doesn't araise (Only Part - I)
4. Doesn't araise (Only Part - I)
5. Doesn't araise (Only Part - I)
6. On the usefulness of the courses in skill/ knowledge-promotion 70o/ohad a positive

opinion 30% suggested pruning and inclusion of new items.

7 . Onthe even distribution of study load and credits and the adequacy of the time to

complete the syllabus 90Yo of the teachers had a positive opinion.

8. as same as above

9. As same as above

10. On the curriculum meeting the standard of the students 70o/ohad a positive

opinion, 3 0%o wanted simplification.
ll.70% of teachers felt they had oppumity to make students go beyond the syllabus .

12. Allthe teachers (100%) were happy with triennial revision of the Curriculum'

13. On the text books the library resources and the overall content of the curiculum

88yo,9oyo, and 95o/o had positive opinion respectively.

14. As same as above

15. The majority of staff repeated the need for opening the B.A., Tamil Literature

Programme

Conclution
The feedback has been finalized and acted on.
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